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Human Immortality’ Team

Our community is growing and becoming more vibrant every single day. Human Immortali-

ty ‘s ultimate goal is to reach everyone around the world.

At HUMAN IMMORTALITY you find a global group of like-minded people, and future part-

ners, with new perspectives and an unshakeable hope to improve our current standards. 

Your collaboration and participation in our events is a key part of our strategy. Together we 

believe we will have a global impact.

This year’s event is reaching people from several countries worldwide. We would like to 

thank you, and let you know that we consider you as part of the HUMAN IMMORTALITY’ 

community. We are beyond grateful for your support, and we hope we can have you even 

more involved with our group. We have so much to achieve together.

On behalf of the entire team of HUMAN IMMORTALITY, we would like to end this letter with 

a profoundly sincere “Thank You”… We are honoured to have you with us… Together we will 

accomplish our most ambitious goals.

ThankThank you,

Dear Reader
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HUMAN IMMORTALITY provides people around the world the opportunity to hear the most 

remarkable leaders in the field. Our purpose is to empower everyone to join our efforts, and 

to provide everyone with the opportunity to learn from the top leaders in the field.

It is our mission not only to educate everyone, but also to serve as a platform where every-

one can have an active role on making the future a reality.

It is our goals to inspire and empower each participant to become an active agent. We be-

lieve that everyone around the world will be able to have a contribution for our common 

goals.

Regardless of where each participant lives, we are bringing everyone online, giving every-

one the opportunity to participate in changing the current status quo, and giving everyone 

the opportunity to join this global effort, affordably, easily, and comfortably.

Our mission is to empower everyone to join our goals, by educating, and providing the 

proper tools for action, as well as by providing orientation and mentorship from the best in 

the world. We believe we make the world a better place… together…

Our Vision
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Program
Overview
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PLASMA BASED THERAPIES
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Nuno Martins10:30AM

SENOLYTICS
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Dennis Kowalski10:00AM

GENETIC THERAPIES
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Steven A. Garan09:30AM

OPENING SPEECH09:00AM

REGISTRATION08:30AM

MORNING (EST TIME)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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LUNCH AND NETWORKING01:30PM

• Emil
Kendziorra

• William
Faloon

• Mark
Voelker

P A N E L12:30PM

• Nuno
Martins

• Dennis
Kowalski

• Steven
A. Garan

P A N E L12:30PM

REJUVENATION THERAPIES
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Moss Jackson11:30AM

BRAIN UPLOADING
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Giulio Prisco11:00AM

MORNING (EST TIME)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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SUPPLEMENTATION
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Emil Kendziorra03:30PM

STEM CELL BASED THERAPIES
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

Mark Voelker03:00PM

CRYONICS
T A L K

VIEW SPEAKER

David Wood02:30PM

AFTERNOON (EST TIME)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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PARTY AND NETWORKING07:00PM

DINNER AND NETWORKING05:30PM

CLOSING CEREMONY05:00PM

• Moss
Jackson

• Giulio
Prisco

• David
Wood

P A N E L04:00PM

AFTERNOON (EST TIME)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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Speakers
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Dennis was raised in a small suburb outside of 
Milwaukee. In 1986 he proudly took home the golden  
gloves title in boxing. In 1987, he served in the US Marine 
Corps on a special assignment to Alpha company 3rd 
Reconnaissance. There he held a secret clearance in 
communications and intelligence gathering. In 1991, he 
went to the University of Waukesha to study philosophy 
andand operations. There he received training in budgeting, 
finance, marketing and was awarded several citations for 
revenue generating suggestions and proposals.

Dennis has volunteered for many charitable causes to 
include USMC toys for tots, Disabled American Veterans, 
and currently Project Staying Alive an urban initiative to 
teach children the alternatives to violence. He also 
works with the FOCUS & Survive programs designed to 
educate the community about fire safety and 
prevention. He has served on committees for Equal 
EmplEmployment Opportunity, Quality Control, MPO 
Sportsman club, Wisconsin Mycological Society and as 
a political action volunteer. He also is a member of the 
Cato Institute a public policy research organization 
dedicated to the principles of individual liberty. He is 
happily married to his wife Maria. They have 3 young 
boys, a dog and a cat.

Dennis Kowalski is a Fire Fighter and a Nationally 
Registered EMT-Paramedic (NREMT-P) for the city of 
Milwaukee. He is also certified in advanced cardiac life 
support (ACLS), advanced pediatric life support (PALS), 
and as a CPR Instructor for the American Heart 
Association. As a Fire Fighter and Paramedic Dennis has 
had a lot of experience dealing with life and death. His 
trtraining and skills have given him numerous 
opportunities to be a part of saving lives while helping 
others in great distress. In addition to his day job, he also 
teaches emergency medicine at the Milwaukee Fire 
Academy and the Milwaukee County Emergency 
Medical Center. He also works special events as a 
paramedic with the Bradley Center Sports Arena. He has 
beenbeen a National Registry examiner at the local technical 
colleges where he helped to certify many new 
Emergency Medical Technicians & Paramedics. As for 
problem solving under pressure, he has managed and 
set up emergency triage at mass casualty incidents. He 
feels that his knowledge & experience in emergency 
medical services will make him a vital asset to CI’s board 
oof directors and he is eager to share what he has learned 
as a bridge between conventional emergency medicine 
and cryonics.

Fire Fighter and a Nationally Registered EMT-Paramedic (NREMT-P) for the city of Milwaukee
DENNIS KOWALSKI

SPEAKER
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technology management, administration, and 
management. Besides, he has developed an excellent 
high level, horizontal view of the interrelations and 
synergies between different science and technology 
domains.

HHe authored How long before uploading?, Engineering 
Transcendence, Globalization and Open Source Nano 
Economy, Transhumanism, a philosophy for the third 
millennium, MMOGs in the tens, Interview with Frank J. 
Tipler, Interview with Rudy Rucker, Interview with Robert 
Ettinger, Cross -media and -disciplinary science 
communication in a rapidly changing world, I am a 
posthumanposthuman cyborg, and From Wi-Fi to a Global Brain, 
and coauthored Shadows and the concept of self, 
Parallelization of a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo 
(DSMC) code for fluid dynamics, and 3D exploitation 
system for operational applications of Earth observation 
data.

Giulio earned a degree in theoretical/computational 
physics at Universitá degli Studi di Napoli ‘Federico II’ in 
1983.

Giulio Prisco is Executive Director and Board member of 
the World Transhumanist Association (WTA), founder 
and CEO of metafuturing S.L., a company specializing in 
Science and Technology Consulting, Internet Services 
and Virtual Reality, and is the Director of the futurist 
consulting consortium FutureTag. He is based in Madrid, 
Spain, where he founded the Spanish transhumanist 
grgroup FASTRA. He also serves on the Board of Directors 
of the Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies 
and on the Center for Responsible Nanotechnology 
(CRN) Global Task Force on Implications and Policy.

Giulio is a former physicist and computer scientist, and 
former manager at the European Space Agency (ESA). 
He worked at CERN from 1984 to 1988, ESA from 1988 to 
1993, and the European Union Satellite Centre from 1993 
to 2005. He has in-depth expertise in several fields 
including physics, scientific software design and 
development, real-time software design and 
dedevelopment, computer science, high performance 
computing and networking, computer graphics and 
Virtual Reality, satellite observation and surveillance, 
geomatics, space, defence, technology foresight,

Executive Director and Board member of the World Transhumanist Association (WTA).
GIULIO PRISCO

SPEAKER
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He was one of the original presenters at the 2016 
RAADFEST Conference where he presented on the 
“Psychology of Immortality.” He is the author of four 
books and many presentations both in the USA and in 
Europe. He is now working on two books, one dealing 
with Navigating an Extraordinary Life and the other 
dealing with pancreatic cancer. 
  
His talk today is “FEAR: You Don’t Have to Suffer.” This is 
a timely conversation during this time of turmoil, 
confusion and fear.

Dr Jackson is a Clinical Psychologist who is the Founder 
and Director of the Center for Psychological Services, 
located in Ardmore , Pa. 
 
TheThe Center” purpose is to help people to find creative 
solutions to everyday challenges and problems, along 
with a focus on treating anxiety, trauma and PTSD. 
Currently Dr Jackson has been concentrating on 
developing strategies to enhance well being through 
energy healing and belief management. He is also a 
success coach and has helped athletes, coaches, 
leadersleaders and adolescents to reduce their performance 
anxiety and to increase their performance excellence.

CEO of Center for Psychological Services in Pennsylvania.
MOSS JACKSON, PH.D.

SPEAKER
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changing technology on human individuals and 
communities.

ViaVia Delta Wisdom, he highlights opportunities to apply 
technology in new solutions to deep-rooted problems. 
David’s most recent book is Sustainable 
Superabundance. His previous books include 
Smartphones and Beyond, The Abolition of Aging, and 
Transcending Politics. He was also the lead editor of the 
volume Anticipating 2025. David has a triple first class 
mamathematics degree from Cambridge and undertook 
doctoral research in the Philosophy of Science. He has 
an honorary Doctorate in Science from Westminster 
University. In 2009 he was included in T3’s list of “100 
most influential people in technology”. He is Secretary of 
Humanity+, co-founder of H+Pedia, Executive Director of 
Transpolitica, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts 
(FR(FRSA), and sits on the Board of the IEET (Institute for 
Ethics and Emerging Technologies). He blogs at 
dw2blog.com and tweets as @dw2. For more 
information, see: LinkedIn, for general biographical 
details; Delta Wisdom, for David’s publications and 
videos with examples of him speaking; Smartphones 
and Beyond, for a warts-and-all account of his 
pprofessional ups and downs.

David spent 25 years designing, implementing, and 
avidly using smart mobile devices, including ten years 
with pioneering PDA manufacturer Psion PLC, and ten 
more with smartphone operating system specialist 
Symbian Ltd, which he co-founded in 1998. At different 
times, his executive responsibilities at Psion and 
Symbian included software development, technical 
consulting,consulting, partnering and ecosystem management, 
and research and innovation. By 2012, his software for UI 
and application frameworks had been included on 500 
million smartphones from companies such as Nokia, 
Samsung, Fujitsu, Motorola, and Sony Ericsson. From 
2010 to 2013, David was Technology Planning Lead 
(CTO) of Accenture Mobility, where he also co-led 
AAccenture’s Mobility Health business initiative.

As Chair of London Futurists, David Wood has organised 
over 200 public meetings since March 2008 on futurist 
and technoprogressive topics. Membership of London 
Futurists now exceeds 7,000.

As Principal of the independent futurist consultancy and 
publisher Delta Wisdom, David helps clients around the 
world to anticipate the dramatic impact of rapidly 

Futurist consultant, speaker and writer.
DAVID W. WOOD, D.SC.

SPEAKER
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University  of Arizona in 1993 and has done engineering 
and research in infrared astronomy, scanning probe 
microscopy, hyperspectral imaging, cryopreservation, 
and high pressure physics. He served on the Board of 
Directors of the Alcor Foundation in Scottsdale, Arizona 
from 1992-1999 and currently serves on the Board of the 
United Precious Metals Association in Alpine, Utah.

Mark Voelker, 63, is a physicist and optical engineer 
currently living in Las Vegas, Nevada. He is building an 
astronomical observatory which will be accessed and 
controlled online by professional and amateur 
astronomers. In addition to astronomy and physics, he is 
interested and active in cryonics, life extension, and the 
economics and history of money and banking. He 
earnedearned a doctorate in Optical Sciences from the 

Physicist and optical engineer.
MARK A. VOELKER, PH.D.

SPEAKER
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Emil graduated summa cum laude in medicine from 
University Medical Center Göttingen – one of the 
leading medical schools in Germany – with a doctoral 
degree in translational cancer research. He’s a regular 
keynote speaker on future of healthcare policy, the 
overlap of healthcare, science and technology as well as 
an advisor to insurances, hospital chains and 
pharmapharmaceutical companies on digitalization topics.

Dr. Emil Kendziorra is the President of the Board of the 
non-profit European Biostasis Foundation based in 
Switzerland and the CEO of Tomorrow Biostasis in Berlin.

HHe has a strong background in medicine, cancer 
research and entrepreneurship. He has been CEO of 
multiple tech and medical companies, most recently as 
a Founder and CEO of the digital health provider 
Medlanes. Before that he ran companies from digital 
agencies to data analysis companies.

President of the European Biostasis Foundation.
EMIL KENDZIORRA, M.D.

SPEAKER
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information technologies, healthcare services, online 
sales, and several others.

OnOn life extension related topics, early in his life, 
motivated to take control of his own health he decided 
to make several courses related to health-care, body 
training and nutrition. Thus, he completed several 
courses related to life and health care, for example, he is 
a swimming teacher, a professional tennis teacher, a 
body-building and aero- fitness teacher, a power-lifting 
prprofessor, and he completed also several courses in 
nutrition and sleep optimization.

As public speaker Nuno participates in conferences and 
meeting providing high quality professional 
presentations in his style. One of Nuno’s public 
appearances was on a groundbreaking large conference 
(attended by approximately one thousand attendees), 
where Nuno presented along with amazing celebrities, 
such as: the visionary billionaire Peter Nygard, the 
alalways inspiring Suzanne Somers, and the famous 
futurist Ray Kurzweil, among many other celebrities… 
Nuno makes easy the understanding of technical 
challenging subjects , making accessible to the general 
audience the most difficult problems.

Nuno is a polymath, a researcher, an entrepreneur, and a 
life and health extension advocate. As a polymath, he 
usually likes to make use of different subject areas, 
drawing ideas and concepts from different bodies of 
knowledge to solve specific problems.

AAs an illustrative example, his published papers involve 
several fields of research, for example: quantitative 
neuroscience, computer science, nanotechnology, 
robotics, and others. Several previous education 
experiences have supported and nurtured his polymath 
approach to problems. As a researcher, he is interested 
in any scientific, engineering, or technological 
dedevelopment with potential applications or 
consequences for healthy life extension. Along these 
lines, he is currently a focused on developing 
technologies for human healthy life extension.

In business, he created his own company to fund his 
education. Along the way, several academic awards and 
grants contributed to his necessary funding strategy. 
The growth of his original company permitted him to 
create a business group embracing a set of different 
companies that operate in a large spectrum of business 
sectors, including: business consulting, education, 

Polymath, researcher, entrepreneur, and a healthy life extension advocate.
NUNO MARTINS, PH.D.

SPEAKER
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version in 1998, newer versions were developed, with 
the final version being completed in 2007. Empowering 
investigators to accurately count specific cell 
populations is essential to all fields of neurobiology. 
While computer assisted counting technology has been 
in use for over a decade, advances in an Automated 
Imaging Microscope System (AIMS), now insure 97% 
acaccuracy when comparing computer counts to human 
counts for both nuclear and cytoplasmic stained tissue. 
More importantly, regional analysis can now be 
customized so that only cell populations within specified 
anatomic regions will be targeted for counting, thus 
reducing the background noise of non-immunoreactive 
cells when characterizing specific cell populations. This 
applicapplication was recently used to successfully map the 
density and distribution of both nuclear expressed 
estrogen receptor-alpha and cytoplasmicly expressed 
IGF-1 receptor in specific hypothalamic nuclei. 
Furthermore, AIMS can now detect intra-hypothalamic 
differences in receptor expression and measure 
phenomenon such as lateralization. By using this 
ttechnology, the evaluation of tissue-level biology can 
be used to establish neuroendocrine biomarkers of 
aging, and analyze the neuroendocrine effects of caloric 
restriction and gene knockout models that extend the 
lifespan.

Steven A. Garan is the Director of Bioinformatics at CREA 
and serves on it’s Advisory Board, he is also a researcher 
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. While at 
the University of California, Berkeley, he played a major 
role in the invention and the development of the 
Automated Imaging Microscope System (AIMS). While at 
UC Berkeley, Garan collaborated for many years with a 
grgroup from Paola S. Timiras’s lab, on the role that caloric 
restriction plays in maintaining estrogen receptor-alpha 
and IGH-1 receptor immunoreactivity in various nuclei of 
the mouse hypothalamus. Garan was also the director of 
the Aging Research Centre, and is a leading scientist in 
the field of aging research. His numerous publications, 
include articles on systems biology, the effects of caloric 
rrestriction on the mouse hypothalamus and on the 
Automated Imaging Microscope System (AIMS). He is 
best known for the coining of word “Phenomics”, which 
was defined in an abstract titled: “Phenomics: a new 
direction for the study of neuroendocrine aging”, that 
was published in the journal Experimental Gerontology.

Steven A. Garan, was the lead scientists that developed 
the AIMS system along with Warren Freitag, Jason 
Neudorf and members of the UC Berkeley lab where 
AIMS was developed and utilized. Many journals articles 
have been published about the system and the results 
that it produced. Since the completion of the first

Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and serves on it’s Advisory Board.
STEVEN A. GARAN, PH.D.

SPEAKER
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to then-current scientific studies showing that it was  
possible to prevent some age-related diseases and to 
slow the aging process itself, at least in animals. He 
argued that if enough funds were committed to 
research, therapies to retard human aging could be 
developed that would result in the greatest revolution in 
medical history. Being controversial carries a heavy 
priprice. The federal government raided his facilities twice, 
initiated an 11-year criminal investigation, and threw him 
and Saul Kent in jail in 1991. When the FDA conducted its 
first armed raid in 1987, the Life Extension Foundation 
had only 4,000 members.

Thanks to publicity generated by the FDA’s actions, this 
number grew to 25,000 members by the time his 
criminal indictments were dismissed in 1995. LEF now 
has over 300,000 supporters to who its mails its monthly 
Life Extension Magazine to.Support for the nonprofit Life 
Extension Foundation is at an all-time high because 
people are becoming aware that recommendations 
publishedpublished by Life Extension in the early 1980s are now 
scientifically validated and many even accepted by the 
medical establishment.

Bill Faloon’s priority today is accelerating regenerative 
medicine research projects. Based on published 
findings in animal models and preliminary findings in 
people, there may already exist methods to systemically 
reverse biological aging. Bill Faloon’s will provide an 
update on these rejuvenation initiatives during his 
Healthy Masters talk on December 2, 2017.

Since 1980, Bill Faloon and The Life Extension 
Foundation have uncovered pioneering approaches for 
preventing and treating the diseases of aging.

TheseThese avant-garde advances were meticulously 
chronicled in Life Extension’s publications many years 
before conventional doctors recognized them. In order 
to enlighten supporters to these life-saving therapies, 
Bill Faloon compiled a 1500-page medical reference 
book titled Disease Prevention and Treatment that is 
now in its 5th printed edition.

TTo educate the public about Life Extension’s innovative 
medical protocols, Bill Faloon has been featured in 
hundreds of media appearances including The Phil 
Donahue Show, The Joan Rivers Show, Tony Brown’s 
Journal, ABC News Day One, and Newsweek magazine. 
A review of what Bill Faloon and The Life Extension 
Foundation has accomplished over the past 37 years 
rereveals just how badly conventional medicine lags 
behind lifesaving scientific advances. Bill Faloon has 
author authored books exposing the atrocities 
committed against the American publish by FDA 
bureaucrats, including Pharmocracy, which reveals how 
corrupt deals and misguided medical regulations are 
bankrupting America and what can be done to resolve it. 
BackBack in 1980, few scientists believed that anything could 
be done to prevent the degenerative effects inflicted by 
aging.

To counter this misconception, William Faloon pointed

Co-Founder Life Extension Buyers Club, Inc. and Society for Rescue of Our Elders (RescueElders.org).
WILLIAM FALOON

SPEAKER
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Ticket Options
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Networking with speakers
(including lunch with speakers
and private introduction)

Pen Drive (with Full-Event
Recording with all talks and panels)

Access to Event Platform Premium
section

PREMIUM seating

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

BUY TICKET NOW

€2460
P R E M IU M

Access to Event Platform Premium
section

VIP seating

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

BUY TICKET NOW

€1230
V IP

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

BUY TICKET NOW

€745
ES S E N C IA L

Meet the world's most exciting
companies in the space

Make valuable connections within
our global network

Upskill through our experts
knowledge

Network and connect with our
speakers and participants

Explore all livestream topics
covering current biggest trends

Meet other attendees

Access to all panels

Access to all conference talks

BUY TICKET NOW

€159
O N LIN E

TICKET OPTIONS

https://platform.humanimmortality.net/index.php/register/essencial-online-november-20-2021/
https://humanimmortality.net/?add-to-cart=22
https://humanimmortality.net/?add-to-cart=23
https://humanimmortality.net/?add-to-cart=24
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